
Friday 29th January 2021 
 

LO: I can use the ie and i-e sound correctly.  

 

  

 

   

   

   

 time     pie    white    cries    shine   spied 
 
 

Write a sentence with one of the  ie or i-e words. 

 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 
Button and bean these alien words 

 

quie   pige  shipe  zie  whike 

bime 
 

 

Next step: Independent 

writing after I 

have had some 

instruction. 

  

Guided writing.   

I needed a lot of support with.. 

I was supported at times with 

I needed no help at all.  

 Teacher / TA/ Supply  

 

 



Friday 29th January 2021 

LO: I can use the ie and i-e sound correctly.  

 

  

 

. ____   .   . . . _____ . 

   

______  . .  .  _____  . _______     . 

 

spied    time   shine   cries  white  pie 

 

Button and bean these alien words and read them. 

flime     cie      slipe     quie  

  

pige  shipe  zie  whike bime 
 

Next step: Independent 

writing after I 

have had some 

instruction. 

  

Guided writing.   

I needed a lot of support with.. 

I was supported at times with 

I needed no help at all.  

 Teacher / TA/ Supply  

 

 



Friday 29th January 2021 

LO: I can use the ie or i-e sound correctly.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Button and bean the words 

 

cries   pie   spied   

 

 time    shine    
 

 
 
 

Next step: Independent 

writing after I 

have had some 

instruction. 

  

Guided writing.   

I needed a lot of support with.. 

I was supported at times with 

I needed no help at all.  

 Teacher / TA/ Supply  

 

 

 

  

p _____ cr _____ s sp _____ d 

 

 

 

t  . m . sh . n .  



Friday 29th January 2021 

LO: I can use the ie and i-e sound correctly.  
 

 

 
  

    

 
   

    

bowtie  magpie  blowpipe             ( You can spell the others!!) 

Write a sentence with one of the words. 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

_________________________ 

Next step: Independent 

writing after I 

have had some 

instruction. 

  

Guided writing.   

I needed a lot of support with.. 

I was supported at times with 

I needed no help at all.  

 Teacher / TA/ Supply  

 

 


